
{HWUNET.ORG Hebrew Council} 

Date: Saturday, July 9, 2011
Time: 12:00 pm PST
Location: Skype Conference Call
Called by: Dawid Yacob Maccabeus

I. Attendees   

Names of Members Present.

1.  Dawid Yacob Maccabeus

2. Jahi-Mel Forchion 

3. Batyah

4. Leah Prunty

5. Anaiah

6. Baylen

7. Darrick Charles

II. Agenda Topics 
1. Pray / Open
2. Update from last week.
3. Update on Flier and HWU website
4. Speak about new members and potential members
5. Martins church in Kenya speak about pictures and progress.
6. Try to call Martin
7. Open Discussion
8. Pray / Close

1.) Opening Prayer  

2.) Update from last week.  
Leah’s family meeting went well. 

3.) Update on Flier and HWU website  
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• The HWU Website. PHP and Dolphin Software. 
• The flier is complete and everyone is in agreement about it. The flier was created by Leah Prunty, and 

the ideas from Brother Aminadav, Sister Alane, Brother Jahi-Mel and others that gave feedback were 
incorporated into the design.  

4.) Speak about new members and potential members  
Martin is online! We are speaking about people we’ve spoken to in order to spread the message that they are 
Hebrews. 

• Pastor Holman: found out that he is a Hebrew, and started a church that focuses on this teaching. 
Their church is in Kenya! They are speaking to others in Kenya! Hopefully Pastor Holman can 
connect with with Pastor Martin. Then: Connect the Hebrews in Africa with those in America. This is 
huge. We will be able to break the bondage that our people are in, here in the US. Connecting 
our people in the Spirit of the Most High; waking our people up to the fact that we ARE the 
children of the Most High!!!! 

5.) Martins church in Kenya speak about pictures and progress.  
Brother Dawid will set up a web page where the pictures can be viewed. 

6.) Try to call Martin  
He was online, but dropped off. 

7.) Open Discussion  
Brother Dawid shared:
Very Important: The book of Esther. Esther stands for Ishtar- and Mordecai stands for Marduc, who is an 
ancient deity. 

• The ancient story of Esther mimics the Messiah. Esther is Ishtar, Ishtar is Easter, and Easter wipes 
over the Passover. This book was strategically placed to tell the story of the Amalekites. They do 
Purim 1 week before the Passover. The children of the Amalekites are the seed of the serpent from 
Genesis 3:15. This book does NOT give honor or mention to The Most High AT ALL. The Dead Sea 
Scrolls does not mention this book. A man added 6 chapters to this book (deception) then added the 
name of The Most High. (Older Broadcasts from Dawid-The seed of Benjamin; and The book of 
Ishtar ) James Hastings Reference Bible to get THE TRUTH about the book of Esther and others. )

WHY?? This book gives legitimacy to the people in “Israel” today. They celebrate Purim to act like they are 
the Hebrews. This all happened over 2000 years ago. 

• Sister Batyah and Brother Dawid shared: The all seeing eye of the illuminati: The television: They 
have two-way receiver to see into our homes. Crystal clear digital television: everything is being 
streamed into digital database. Free but not “free.” When we speak, everything gets stored into a 
database. In order to prevent theft, so they say. The cameras are just a program to turn on “in case 
someone steals your laptop.” The t.v. is so they say you can talk to the govt. or whatever. This 
technology exists for more of an insidious reason. 

• Brother Aminadave shared: Lawsuit back east: school gave students laptops. When they would use 
them, the school would be spying on them. ADT Alarm systems already have that. The Blog Talk site: 
Alan Lavey, CEO. He has videos on Sister Georgia. He did something with the phone system. Social 
networking has taken over with their interruption and disconnected communication.  

• Brother Dawid shared: Face-book, Google, MySpace and Twitter: Started with CIA Seed money. 
The Mark of The Beast system: if we sign up for these social networking sites, they know where we 
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are and what we’re doing all the time. These companies all own the same technology and they are 
storing it in one centralized database. 

• Sister Leah asked: 2 Questions: Privacy factor? Should we disconnect from these sites?

• Brother Darrick, Brother Dawid, Brother Aminadav, Sister Georgia and Brother Jahi-Mel 
answered: We are so integrated into their system already. From birth certificate on, they have tracked 
us. There is a higher level of intelligence that wants all of this information to use it. Don’t worry 
about them. They are afraid of US. Just go ahead and clean the camera and let them get a GOOD 
look!! HAHA!! Our message: is true insight to the POWER that we have in The Father. The systems 
at work know our potential. They know we are waking up. When we reach that point again, they will 
speed up the process of their system. When we come back Spiritually Correct to The Father, they will 
be weak and without ANY power. As time went on, throughout the Bible, our people became more 
and more separated from The Most High. However, this path that we are on is bringing us back to 
Him. These evil people have information on OUR history. That is their so called “advantage.” Yet 
again, we have the ultimate advantage through the RUACH: 

Numbers 23:19-24 WE ARE SUPER!!
8.) Open Discussion  

Brother Dawid and Jahi-Mel Shared: 
• The Facebook Page for HWU: This page needs to keep to the teachings and the Code Of Conduct 

that we were established by. We do want to keep the page open to people who want to learn, however, 
it needs to be at the high standards of The Most High. Keep tabs on the page, and keep it discerned to 
waking up The Hebrews. Everyone’s input is welcome. We should all speak on it if we have questions 
or concerns. 

• Sister Georgia’s suggestion for the Facebook Page: Post a link from the Biblical Hebrews to the 
Facebook Page. She needs Sister Leah’s help doing a write up with information about the page. 
Possibly once a month, so that people coming into the truth of who they are. This will be another 
option for those waking up. 

• Sister Batyah Shared: “Wicked-pedia.” They are saying that the word “Hebrew” means that we are 
waking up, but are legitimizing the “black jews” as Hebrews. The Jews and Isreal are trying to edit 
and control the information. We can register with them, and present our information so we can edit 
and write a balanced view of who we are. 

Brother Dawid commented: They are listening, and they know we are coming together. They edit the page 
to try to prevent the mass awakening that is going to happen regardless. 

Sister Georgia commented: Make a 1 minute video talking about what Wikipedia is doing, and lead it up to 
the truth of who the Hebrews are. This will offset their lies.

• Brother Jahi-Mel shared: Gamel Nasser-President of Egypt. Passed away a while back. Talked 
about Europe coming in and taking Israel. Saying the Hebrews left black and came back white. But 
the Egyptians themselves started black and are now “white.” This video, where he said this was 1946 
or 1947. 

• Brother Dawid asked: Is there now a North and South Sudan now? Brother Jahi-Mel answered: 
Yes. There are two different countries. France is now going behind the backs of the US, and dropping 
bombs in Lybia. They are supporting Kadafi on the sly. Rocket propelled grenades etc. 

• Video-In the catacombs of Rome: all the Biblical people are black. Get this video.
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• Brother Jahi-Mel asked: People in this day and age that grow horns? Sister Georgia answered: A 

dormant gene that passed down through generations. Society says it is a “condidion.” If we are made 
perfect in The Most High’s image, we are perfect. No deformities. The govt. and CIA cover up this 
truth. The fallen ones and/or serpent seed mated with humans to create these deformities. 

• Sister Georgia Shared: Mako Island-experimentations with DNA. Mermaids as a result of these 
experimentations were recorded through hidden camera. They are not pretty, but ugly and hideous. 
Also Plum Island in New york. The military: people coming up missing were taken under ground to 
be genetically experimented on. Sometimes they escape, that is when we hear the reports. Or, the 
experiment ends up destroying the missing people. Reptilian, shape shifting people that have mated 
with or performed rituals with humans, have been around for a very long time. There must be a blood 
sacrifice etc.

• Brother Dawid shared: The same story has been told over and over. 300 years ago, they said that in 
the royal monarchy of Great Britian they drank blood they called it Medicinal cannibalism, King 
Charles II was hanged, beheaded and eaten by the people of the court. These rituals still go on to this 
day behind closed doors. 

• The Brandon Coy story 

• Sister Georgia Shared: The “blood” and bread ritual of “The LORD’s Supper” is an evil ritual that 
we are not supposed to be doing. The Most High’s Son was speaking Spiritually. 

9.) Pray / Close  
Numbers 23:19-24 WE ARE SUPER!! - Eliana Batyah
2 Chronicles 7:14 - Brother Dawid.

Notes From Sister Leah’s Bible Study: 
07/06/2011
Proverbs Chapter 1.

Verse 8: KJV:  “My son, hear the instruction of thy Father, and forsake not the law of thy mother.” 
Hebrew transliteration: Listen you! Son of me {to the} admonition of {the} father of you; and must not 
be; you are abandoning  {the} law of {the} mother of you

Son of me: H1121  “ben” or  “bane” = “son.”

H1129: A son (as a builder of the family name) in the widest sense. Of literal and figurative relationship, 
including grandson, subject, nation, quality or condition, etc., (like H1, H251, etc.).

Sister Leah’s Interpretation
The Most High is speaking to His children, The Hebrews, as King Dawid is speaking to his son Shalomah 
(Sn. Solomon). He knows our condition and quality of life. Therefore, He gives us wise and prudent 
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instruction so that we may be successful, strong, and intelligent and most of all, wise. He does all of this out 
of love. 

Mother of you: H517 “ 'em” or  “ame” = mother.

A primitive word; a mother (as the bond of the family); in a wide sense. (both literally and figuratively (like 
H1). The bond of the family.
Do not abandon the bond that brought us to Him, or keeps us on one accord. Listen for Him, and listen to 
Him. 
Sister Leah’s Interpretation-(The Most High Speaking to her), said:
Even though I brought you out of that darkness and into the marvelous light of the truth, it is important not to 
forget about the bonds that brought you in to the widening of your understanding. You can use these same 
things to bring others into the truth. 

I.E. There is a Creator;
• He saved me from myself;
• He brought me to a loving husband;
• He taught me what it means to love;
• He constantly protects me;
• He shows me my worth, and is always uplifting me in love and encouragement of my talents, skills 
and abilities;
• He knows exactly how to navigate through the difficulties of life because He is always watching. He 
will not let me utterly fall-I must listen to Him and trust HIS ultimate decision. Respect for, and fear of 
My Father = success. 
• He introduced me to His beloved son, who continually perfects me in His grace, and prepares my 
spirit to fight against the agents of wickedness and darkness. 
• He reveals the truth where deception from the enemy has cast lies over the eyes of the whole world. 
• He teaches me patience; and to love myself with patience. 

These are very strong bonds, and everyone comes into the truth differently. Everyone must become 
aware of these and be able to comfortably do it in their own way. 

Verse 9
The words of the Most High, if listened to and followed, will be favor, beauty and kindness, attached to 
the head like a wreath, and a necklace tightly fashioned to the throat; Never to leave, but always to bless. 

Verse 10
Do not be acquiescent or comply with sinners (guilty ones) if they try to entice (delude or deceive) you.

Through to verse 19: watch therefore, for those who seek to use bloodshed of those innocent and 
blameless souls; to plunder their lives or livelihood unjustly for gain or profit. Do not step on those who 
have done nothing wrong, in order to get unjust gain for yourself. Do not follow people who would do 
such a thing. 

*These are examples and interpretations from my Bible Study this week, Feel free to comment or share!

Call ended at: 3:23:00 PM, [Pacific Standard Time]. Duration: 3 hours, 23 minutes and 00 seconds. 
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